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Sangetsu North America 

Winter Newsletter #21 

                            December 2018 

Director’s Message:  
 
Hello! Let me begin by mentioning our fall 
conference in Tucson. It was a tightly packed three 
days of sessions that stretched from 9 am until early 
evening. Our goal was to strengthen the skills of 
basic arranging, as well as present a new text book, 
a website and other materials. We studied in detail 
our basic practicum; with emphasis on the moribana, 
nageire, shoka, planes and mass, and Korinka 
arrangements.  There were inspiring lectures; one 
featuring “The Courage to Teach” and another titled: 
“Teaching the Spiritual Elements of Sangetsu.” One 
talk emphasized the “The Teaching Toolbox”, and 
there were tips to photographing our arrangements 
with our cell phone cameras. There was also a 
demonstration featuring arranging from the back. 
 
Seventeen instructors attended, with a core group of 
another dozen or so volunteers and supporters from 
the Tucson Center who transported us, cooked, and 
gave some a place to sleep.  A memorial service 
honoring Michiko Ajiki, Margaret Kearns, and Doris 
Adams as well as others who have passed this year, 
was held in the Center’s Ancestor Garden. We were 
fortunate in that Rev. Ajiki’s health enabled him to 
attend two of our conference days. Finally, a round 
table discussion concluded the conference. As a 
result of our discussions the possibilities of offering 
several Sangetsu regional studies in the coming 
months was discussed. We talked of another major 
conference and the possible testing of instructor 
candidates in the year 2020. But you will hear more 
about those plans as time goes by. Please think 
about the students you might nominate for testing. 

  
  

L – r: Jill Owen, Mayumi Ichino, Joan Fairs, Mamiko Matsushita, 
Briana Metting, Lorna McMurray, Patricia Dickson, Henry Ajiki, 
Marcelo Santos, Terry Quinn, Jody Saito, Helena Arouca, Sylvia 
Santos, Karey Karam, Natalie Montecalvo 
 

I want to thank all of you who filled out your yearly 
reports. If you have not, please do so. We hope the 
form was useful and that you enjoy reading the 
comments and accomplishments of other 
instructors. This is important record keeping for the 
organization. Also please mail any changes to the 
roster for updating to terryquinn821@gmail (note 
that this is also a change). 
 

Here HEAR! It is also the time to send your dues of 
$50.00 to Karey Karam at 7201 E. Paseo San 
Andres, Tucson Arizona, 85710. Checks should be 
made to Sangetsu North America. We want to thank 
all of you who have made greater donations than the 
required dues. The dues and donations help support 
our organization we hope to grow in the coming 
years. 
  
As of the May 2019 meeting of the Johrei Fellowship 
North America Council in California, I will officially 
resign as your director. It has been a notable honor 
in my life to serve. Considerations of health of family 
and myself require that I slow the pace. I will 
continue to teach and be involved in maintaining 
your Sangetsu North America headquarters in 
Tucson. Thank you for the privilege of this job, it has 
been a nourishing adventure. I am grateful that the 
Sangetsu Council, already in place, will continue to 
function. 
 
My blessings to you and yours, 
 
Terry Quinn 
Director, Sangetsu North America  
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Reviews of the 2018 Sangetsu Conference 
in Tucson 

Although my journey with flowers has changed 
radically in these past few years, I was touched very 
deeply by the beauty that was created at this 
conference. 
 
I was heartened to experience that the commitment 
to Sangetsu remains within us through our many 
changes and challenges, both in members 
personally and as an organization. 
 

Karey Karam 
 

Much hard work went into making this conference 
happen. The Council has indeed been working 
successfully together actively since last year 
evidenced by the textbook and the thought for 
instructors to get “back to basics”. Well thought out 
to have us tackle a Korinka for our first on hand 
lesson, basic moribana and upright nageire. For me 
the challenge was to return to the basics what is 
routinely taught to new students. I have gotten used 
to free style and talked of it as a stepping stone that 
would eventually lead to Korinka. However, I was 
reminded that Korinka is not taught it must be 
experienced! To me, free style is really looking at the 
materials you have available while using techniques 
taught in the textbook to reveal the best way of 
arranging those materials.  Subsequently the 
pendulum has shifted and we are once again looking 
at what was taught in the 70’s when Sangetsu was 
first created. 
 

Natalie Montecalvo 
 

 
Textbook, Shoka and The Courage to Teach 

 
The new Sangetsu textbook was a joint effort of the 
Council to gather in one place and bring up-to-date 
the entire three years of study for the first level 
degree in the Sangetsu School.  At this stage of the 
Sangetsu School’s development (of nearly 50 
years), there was a call to develop a solid shared 
foundation that honors the breath and scope of the 
study of Sangetsu and to recognize our shared 
history and values in training the current and future 

Sangetsu teachers. With the new textbook, 
curriculum, polices, business cards, website and 
Facebook page, all coordinated in design, it is hoped 
that each vehicle will give you, the teaching faculty, 
a valued resource that you can utilize and be proud 
of.  
In reintroducing Shoka, we considered that perhaps 
some of you may not have studied and some of you 
may feel it is old and too formalized or some may 
have other rationales for not studying.  However on 
further consideration of the roots of our school and 
its founders and first teachers who presented Shoka, 
we found something significant.  The Founders 
chose three dominant styles to be the basis of the 
Sangetsu School: Moribana, Nageire and Shoka, 
each which offers a different experience with form, 
materials, containers and the 3 in 1 concept of the 
universe.  Rev. Ajiki reminded us a year ago of the 
expression of truth in the simplicity in the Shoka 
form. When you look at a Shoka arrangement what 
you see is the balanced cross, Izunome, and the 
sacred geometry that imbues nature and 
humankind. In view of both the historical and the 
spiritual role that Shoka plays, not only in Sangetsu, 
but also Ikebana in general, we decided it was 
important for our teachers to know this style.  We are 
hoping that you will take it up with an open mind, and 
the wonder and enthusiasm that it deserves.  The 
Council has also been considering regional 
seminars to study Shoka. We would welcome your 

feedback and 
interest.  
My final 

presentation 
was on “The 
Courage to 
Teach”. This 
lecture focused 
on reconnect-
ing to our 

primary 
enthusiasm for 
teaching; and 
encouraging a 
review of the 
teachers that 
made a differ-
ence in our own 
life and the 
qualities that 
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made them great.  There was a call to “know 
yourself” in the spirit of the Ancient Greeks and on 
the outer realm a call to connect to Nature in a deep 
way. Finally, the lecture addressed the keys of how 
to prepare and present ourselves when our hope is 
to teach with integrity and with congruence of our 
inner life with our outer connectedness.   

 
Patricia Dickson 

 

 
I was given the challenge of presenting the Nageire 
Upright practicum on the first day, reintroducing the 
original style as taught with three lines.   The Moon 
line had been removed some time in the 1990’s as 
people had found it challenging to work with three 
lines in the narrower confines of the Upright style.  
However, with Rev. Ajiki’s guidance, we restored the 
original three-line style for basic-level instruction.  
Later on, when studying the Technique of Omission, 
one would then leave out the Moon line.   Many of 
the participants had never done this arrangement 
style using three lines.  Many had not worked with 
the komi for quite a while as well.  So all in all, the 
practicum presented some challenges, though in the 
end the arrangements turned out quite beautifully.   
 
On the second day I had the privilege of giving a 
class on “Teaching the Spiritual Elements” in 
Sangetsu, encouraging instructors to become 
comfortable with introducing Okada’s spiritual (as 
opposed to religious) philosophy throughout their 
classes, as well as the disciplines of Ikebana in 
general.   Part of what attracts people to this practice 
are those very meditative, philosophical and spiritual 
elements.  People are hungry for this consciousness 
in this culture of fast-paced, instant gratification, 
disconnected from the natural world seeking a more 
meditative pace of living.  Learning to recognize our 
oneness with Nature, the spiritual energy of the 
materials, learning to respect the complete process 
of the class from arriving on time all the way through 
the cleanup at the end, etc.—all of these are 
important parts of entering into this discipline, and 
getting the most from the experience. It is important 
that we not—for fear of sounding “religious”—
neglect teaching this essential part of the practice 
along with the physical techniques. 

Lorna McMurray 
 

The following is an interview with Rev. Henry Ajiki 
about the beginnings of Sangetsu in North America. 
The interview was done eight days after his 92nd 
birthday this year. 
 
Sangetsu was started by Mr. Mokichi Okada who 
was a great spiritual leader in Japan. His emphasis 
was to make the world as an ideal world filled with 
health, virtue and truth. Then he helped many 
suffering people. People started asking why don’t we 
express joy and beauty in our daily lives and in the 
whole world? The idea of Sangetsu flower arranging 
was born and accepted.  
Many younger people, who loved flowers and flower 
arrangement, wanted to learn and to become 
instructors and also many people in Japan loved 
Mokichi Okada’s philosophy of flower arrangement. 
The simple philosophy of this flower arrangement 
school is to establish the world of beauty. Then the 
flower arrangement school spread all over Japan as 
a spiritual art of cleansing our daily life. This is the 
beginning of this school and was named Sangetsu 
Flower Arranging. (The Sangetsu School of Flower 
Arranging was officially founded in June of 1972, and 
inspired by the arrangements of Mokichi Okada who 
passed in 1955.) 

       
The Reverend Henry Ajiki 

 

San means beautiful mountain of great nature, getsu 
means moon and its quietness, purity and tranquility. 
In America, Johrei was established in Los Angles 
and I was working as a Johrei minister. Joh is 
purification and rei is spiritual body. So I just 
naturally arranged Mokichi Okada’s style of flower 
arrangement at my Johrei Center. At that time I didn’t 
bring up the activity of flower arrangement because 
a class would make my schedule very busy and 

angel
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training teachers is very time consuming and heavy 
work. One day, a Johrei member watching my 
arranging, asked me why my arrangement is 
different from American arranging. She noticed that 
the Japanese oriental style is very contrary to the 
American geometrical style. She really wanted me to 
teach flower arranging so I was quite moved. 
Mokichi Okada really stressed the importance of 
merging the oriental arranging and occidental 
because the oriental is spiritual and the occidental is 
physical. So the merging of those spiritual and 
physical styles in our culture is important to establish 
a great harmony.  
 
So that’s the way I was pushed by American people 
to... (Henry moves his head back and whispers in 
Japanese struggling for the words, giggles ….this is 
the way Henry was pushed from the back, not 
pulled) I was led by members to start teaching. Then 
the flower arranging school was officially organized 
and began in America. 
 

Annual Reports 
 
Here are some of the annual reports we received 
from our instructors. We are including the whole one 
from Reverend Howard Doi since his answers are so 
inspirational. 
 

Howard Doi 
South Bay Center, Saratoga, CA. 

 
I am not engaging in teaching full-time classes, but 
am currently instructing a member here at our 
Center, and have been using Sangetsu as an 
intervention with a child who was demonstrating 
severe behavioral issues. 
Through my work, I often give presentations. I use 
flower arrangements as a wonderful example of 
relationship based practice, harmony, mindfulness 
and reflection. 
 
I currently do the Altar and Center flower 
arrangements weekly. I continue to be humbled by 
the healing power and spiritual enlightenment 
flowers can manifest.  I work in social 
services/mental health, and flowers can manifest 
healing of the spirit and soul without the use of 
words. 

Paradise can be created through flowers. 
 
Flower arrangements are made weekly for the Altar 
and all areas of the Center.  I periodically teach and 
arrangements are done as part of our community 
work and presentations.  Beauty and art segments 
as part of our monthly Appreciation service. 

 
Terry Quinn 

Master Instructor, Tucson Arizona 
 
It was a banner year in Tucson as it was the location 
for the fall conference of our organization. I assisted 
the Sangetsu council in coordinating that event.  I 
teach two classes each month, a beginning class 
and an intermediate. With the help of two students, 
we decorate the Tucson Johrei Center each week. 
Was involved teaching a class for my neighborhood, 
a Senior Assisted Living demonstration and class, 
and a class for members of the NAC (North 
American Council of Johrei Fellowship).  
 
 

Helena Arouca 
Master instructor, Virginia 

 
2018 was a very busy year for Sangetsu in Virginia,  
 
1- Continue teaching 
11 students once a 
month in two locations 
2- Art Gallery in 
Gordonsville, VA 
workshops 
3- Exhibit at Ikebana 
Iinternational Chapter I 
Spring Celebration 
4-Arranging for the  DC 
Japanese Embassy 
using vase done by 
Akira Sataki. (see 
picture ) 
5- Two day workshop in Fort Lauderdale 
6- Exhibit in Richmond Lewis Ginter Botanical 
Garden  
7- Exhibit for Ikebana of Richmond  
8- Attending Ikenobo class to learn more about 
Shoka 
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9- Sangetsu Council Member meeting once a month 
and helping to plan our October 2018 Conference in 
Tucson, AZ 
10- Students exhibit at City Clay, Charlottesville, VA 
I am very proud and happy of all we accomplished: 
the new book, curriculum, website, Facebook page 
and the conference.   
I continue making vases for Ikebana.  
Happy Holidays and New Year! 

 
 

Joan Fairs 
Master Instructor, Vancouver region, Canada 

 
Sakura Days at Vancouver’s VanDusen Botanical 
Garden in April included five ikebana by Sangetsu 
using cherry blossoms. At the beginning of May I 
was at the Burnaby Rhododendron Festival 
demonstrating and displaying seasonal 
arrangements. 
As president of the Vancouver Ikebana Association, 
I led the Spring Show planning committee and 
headed the show in May (although my husband was 
gravely ill, and passed away just a few days before 
the show). I continued to hold classes, which helped 
me stay "normal" through difficult times. At the 
annual Powell Street Festival in August, my 
daughter and I did a Sangetsu demonstration. 
In October I attended the Tucson Sangetsu 
conference, and led a Korinka class. I displayed at 
the Early Mum Show, and had six of my students 
display at the Late Mum Show. I also do western 
style arrangements for funerals and weddings, and 
have provided ikebana at several car dealerships in 
the lower mainland. I recently headed a Christmas 
Ikebana workshop at a local library for 15 people. In 
general, although I am officially "retired" I am 
keeping very busy with flowers, which I love.   

 
 

Valeria Brinkers 
Master Instructor, Los Angeles region, California 

 
We had workshops, classes, exhibitions and 
demonstrations at the Encinitas library, Ikebana 
International Los Angeles meetings, Los Angeles 
Garden Club, Cancer Support Groups, Los Angeles 
Botanical Garden, Descanso Gardens and at the 

Johrei Fellowship in Los Angeles and Redondo 
Beach.  
At our workshops, we have between 25 and 30 
participants and our classes, between 7 and 14 
students. We have monthly Korinka classes with 
instructors and train them how to buy flowers. 
 
This past October, Leonard, Cynthia and Lisa were 
in charge of setting up and buying all the materials 
for a chrysanthemum exhibition at the Los Angeles 
Botanical Garden. We made ten seasonal 
arrangements. 
 
  

 
 
In November, we had a workshop at the Ikebana 
International Los Angeles' meeting and everyone 
made a wall ikebana. This month, we had our 
Holiday, Korinka 
style arrangements 
using peonies, pine 
and curly willow. 
We also had a 
workshop for 26 
people at the 
Cancer Community 
Support Group 
Redondo Beach. 
As well, the Los 
Angeles 
team made 11 
table arrange-
ments for a 
fundraiser.   
 
Our goal is to always follow the traditions and 
teachings of Mokichi Okada, about to make the 
arrangements, and to always respect the way the 
students see beauty. 
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Mayumi Ichino 
Senior Instructor, Vancouver region, Canada 

 
Three different groups 
(beginner, intermediate, 
and advanced) meet twice 
a month. I want to keep the 
class size small so usually 
the number of students is 
between 3 to 5 in order for 
me to pay more individual 
attention. I displayed at 
Sakura days festival at the 
VanDusen Botanical 
Garden. I participated in the 
Spring Show sponsored by 
Vancouver Ikebana 
Association (VIA). I 

displayed and  did the Sangetsu demonstration with 
the aid of my student Emiko.  
Students and I make arrangements for the 
Vancouver Johrei Centre all year around and for 
special events held at the centre. We make mini 
flower arrangements and deliver them to nursing 
homes.  Another thing, is having an advanced 
student in beginner/intermediate classes, inspires 
other students so much. Now, I am not afraid to mix 

the different levels of students into one class. 
 
 

Natalie Montecalvo 
Senior Instructor, Aurora Colorado 

 

Flower work continues to be a mainstay in my life.  It 

is not a matter of financial gain for me but rather 

sharing the art and beauty inspired from Meishu 

aama.  I find that no matter where I travel and visit, I 

carry my shears and will create flower arrange-

ments at every opportunity. I would have wanted to 

have more demonstrations and ultimately classes to 

teach, but the two moves I made in Jamaica this 

year, interrupted the momentum I previously held.  It 

is important that I continue teaching. I have one 

student who pursues classes who I hope will 

eventually become an instructor.  

 

 
“Autumn Breeze” Ikebana at I.I. show in Denver in October. 

 
 

Lorna McMurray 
Senior Instructor, Helena Montana 

 
I presented a demonstration in the Washington DC 
area in September, and to about 15 people at a 
clubhouse in a residential community in Laurel, MD.  
I did a total of five arrangements, and people were 
so delighted that they asked that some of the 
arrangements be left up for another day.   
 
HIGHLIGHTS:  
I taught a class in the Boston Center while on a 
ministerial visit.  There were twelve students, 
including two children. We did Moribana Upright, 
and everyone was pleased with the beautiful results. 
I have also helped out with the Sangetsu segments 
of the May NAC meeting, and of the San Francisco 
Johrei Conference in July.   I greatly enjoyed the 
success of the demonstration in the Washington DC 
area, and also the privilege of doing altar 
arrangements for an Episcopal church in New 
Hampshire while visiting a member there in 
November.  Otherwise, my activity has been working 
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on the Fall Sangetsu Conference in Tucson in 
October, and ongoing participation in the Sangetsu 
Advisory Council.  In May, I put my Sangetsu skills 
into doing the flowers for a friend’s wedding in 
Montana.  Everyone was amazed at how beautifully 
Ikebana-style arrangements suited the occasion, 
and so I am hoping to garner some students for a 
regular class next year. 
 

So Jung Choi 
Instructor, Vancouver region, Canada 

 
Even when I am very exhausted, every time I 
arrange flowers or teach students, I feel quickly 
energized and refreshed. I also see the students’ 
brightened faces. Lights from flowers are as 
strong as Johrei light. I pray to Meishusama that I 
can help as many people as possible through  
Sangetsu. I 
have taught 
students at 
home and at the 
Johrei center 
twice a month 
and regularly 
joined Ikebana 
exhibitions 
representing 
Sangetsu 
(picture is of my 
ikebana at the 
Spring Show). I 
make mini 
flowers and hand out to school moms and 
neighbors occasionally and put mini flowers at my 
son’s elementary school every week. Early next 
year, I plan to do mini flowers workshops with kids 
at my son’s elementary school. 

Mary Jane Sasser 

Instructor, Columbia Maryland 
 
2018 has been a whirlwind of flower opportune-
ities for me. Through my practice, I have 
introduced others to ikebana with installations and 
demonstrations, elevated my students’ skill level  
through classes and by asking them to help with 
parts of events.  

In March, Easter 
and spring 
provided the 
opportunity to 
create a large 
multilevel 
arrangement using 
forced forsythias 
to extend the lines. 
April found me 
back at the 
National 
Arboretum for the 
Ikebana Inter-
national’s Annual 
Exhibit working 
along-side the amazing Helena Arouca. In May 
the Japanese Embassy open-ed its doors to over 
four thousand guests, as part of the Passport DC 
Day.  Five different schools of Ikebana were 
invited to exhibit and represent their schools. I had 
the honor of representing our school.    

 
I taught classes on a bi-monthly basis. My favorite 
class was one with 14 inner city girls aged 8 – 18, 
using mostly “found” materials.  In September I did 
my first demonstration for the St. Louis Garden 
Club. Over fifty women attended. Most had never 
seen Ikebana before. They really enjoyed the 
guidelines and the arrangements that highlighted 
them. Finally, the memorial service for a dear 
friend, was a beautiful tribute that involved 
creating a summer garden in December. A 
challenging but ultimately joyous flower journey. 
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Kimberly Cooke 

Instructor, Burnaby, BC Canada 
 

I had one set of beginner lessons for two ladies at 
my home in Burnaby. I displayed an ikebana inspired 
by a haiku, and led a workshop at the VIA Spring 
Show in Burnaby, for 15 students. I assisted Joan 
Fairs at the Powell Street Festival in Vancouver for 
the Sangetsu demonstration in August. The one 
thing I learned while teaching is to always be 
prepared with knowledge about the plants/flowers 
that are being used…botanical names, 
characteristics and seasonal availability.  There are 
always inquisitive minds! 
 

 
Kimberly leading the Sangetsu workshop at the Spring Show 

 

Jill Owen 
Instructor, San Francisco and Novato California 

 
The Novato class met about 10 times, with 
attendance between 2 and 7 students.  At the San 
Francisco class, between 2 and 13 students are still 
taking lessons; 3 beginners, and 10 intermediate. 
Making flower arrangements for the Altar and other 
areas at the SF Johrei Center, and leading a 
demonstration for a “small arrangements” activity at 
the annual Johrei Conference at the San Francisco 
Center are some of my volunteer activities. I gave 3 
Sangetsu lessons at Marin Montessori School, and I 
work with my aunt on an Ikebana or art project, at 
least once a week; she enjoys working with flowers. 
 
 On December first, we made hanging vases using 
mailing tubes covered with rice paper (spray glue) 
and rigged to hang on a hook on the wall. (We used 

Helena’s idea.) The first one is by Jill, the other by 
student Tammy. 

 
 
 

Briana Metting 
Instructor, Seattle area, Washington 

 
Taught one class to a beginner student this year. 
Minimal group activity this year. As an instructor I 
feel that I need to return to the basics to begin 
teaching again. 
 
Thanks to the board again, for the fall seminar in 
Tucson. It was transformative. 
 

Marcelo Santos 
Instructor, Lauderdale by the Sea, Florida

I have eight beginner level students. 
We displayed at our Johrei Center Lauderdale by the 
Sea exhibition of ikebana arrangements with my 
students. For 2019, we will have a new class with 
four people and another with five children starting in 
January. 
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Some photos from the Tucson 
Seminar 

 

                                       

 
 
From top left: Lorna at the opening of the seminar. Helena’s 
arrangement made from behind. Helena in action. Group in 
action. Jill making a Korinka arrangement. Joan’s Korinka. Terry 
with her tool box. Jodie the potter. Two examples of the 
arrangements we were studying. 
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Please remember those in our 
Sangetsu family who have recently 
passed... 
 
Margaret "Maggie" Kearns Rex 
September 1, 1945 - August 18, 2018 
 
Maggie was a quiet person whose poetic voice was 
nonetheless heard by God and by everyone who 
knew her. She was a strong advocate for 
conservation and extended her hand and her heart 
to the less fortunate, particularly to families 
influenced by immigration difficulties. She displayed 
her love of subtle artistry in all aspects of her life. 
She led a tea ceremony group in Tucson and 
cultivated many Japanese arts. 
 

 
Those who 
deeply love 
And appreciate 
flowers, 
Their grace, their 
beauty, 
Have hearts 
which must be 
Equally as 
beautiful. 

 

 
Doris Jean Adams 
October 8, 1932 - September 19, 2018 
 

Doris loved to be 
in motion. She 

traveled 
extensively on her 
own, building 

community 
wherever she 
went. She deeply 
appreciated her 
Johrei and 
Sangetsu families 
and expressed 
her love of rhythm 

and movement through her arrangements. Her 
memorial marker says, "I am grateful." 

Those who love beauty, 
Have deep appreciation 
Of all the fine arts, 
Are people indeed living 
In Paradise in Spirit 
 
 
Michiko "Michi" Ajiki 
April 25, 1931 - October 22, 2018 
 
Michiko believed that the purpose of life is to express 
the artistry of God. She nurtured and encouraged 
many people through her example. In lively motion, 
she combined her love of order with boundless 
energy and creativity. 
 

 
 
People who possess 
Spiritual awareness 
Of a high degree 
Have deep appreciation  
For beauty in all fine art. 


